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“Sophisticated poverty is a weapon of mass destruction preventing the poor 

masses from applying their conscious mind in building the nation and self 

positively” 

"Community Assets are a societal pride, they define the community; who it is, its 

identity and what services the community has in its possession. When a human 

being is born, he/she is immediately identified by name, which is what defines him 

or her and his/her identity. So is the community, it is defined by the people who 

live in it, by the community hall, school, health care centre or clinic, church 

structure, resource  centre, and a library.  It is for this reason communities need to 

respect and preserve its pride, their identity. Much as a human being cannot 

destroy his/her body, because one would be destroying who he/she is, the same 

applies to the pride of our communities. Destruction to community assets is 

equated to self destruction”. 

Dudu Sokhela February, 2015 
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Escalating Sophisticated Poverty in South Africa 

 

Abstract 
 

This paper explains the following types of poverty in countries of the developing world: 

Absolute Poverty, Relative Poverty, Situational Poverty (Transitory), and Generational or 

Chronic Poverty.  It further defines and unpacks sophisticated poverty in South Africa, 

the recipients of sophisticated poverty, sophisticated poverty and challenges in South Africa, 

racism and tribalism within communities, black entrepreneurs, the narrative of sophisticated 

poverty, paralysis of laziness, jealousy, hatred and dependency, what groupings involved in 

sophisticated poverty all have in common? The looting incident in Gauteng and surroundings as 

well as the destruction of community assets by community members, and how despite all the 

odds, the country can invest in children as the future generation and leaders. Finally, it presents 

conclusions, acknowledgements, and case studies in different communities where there 

is overwhelming evidence of sophisticated poverty. Annexure are attached to support 

the narrative of sophisticated poverty in this particular paper. 

 

 

Introduction 
 
There are four types of poverty in the world listed underneath. These types of poverty affect 

the world differently. Sophisticated poverty comes as a result of extreme poverty and the 

anecdote of social exclusion which developed in South Africa since the dawn of the old 

dispensation. When this anecdote was envisaged, law makers never anticipated that it would 

breed sophisticated poverty. Dealing with the hangers of poverty, the Social Welfare White 

Paper (RSA1997a: 2), is very clear that the paper is intended to afford South Africans an 

opportunity to play an active role in promoting their own well-being and in contributing to the 

growth and development of the nation. As it stands now there is very little evidence that the 
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poor masses do play an active role in improving their own quality of life. Each decade of 

democracy leave the footprints of sophisticated poverty and these are described extensively in 

this paper. To understand the narrative of sophisticated poverty is to first discuss absolute 

poverty, relative poverty, situational poverty and generational poverty. 

 

Absolute Poverty 

It is the extreme kind of poverty involving the chronic lack of basic food, clean water, health 

and housing. People in absolute poverty tend to struggle to live and experience a lot of child 

deaths from preventable diseases like malaria, cholera and water-contamination related 

diseases. This type is usually long term in nature, and often passed on to them by generations 

before them. This kind of poverty is usually not common in the developed world. 

 

Relative Poverty 

This kind of poverty usually exists in relation to other members and families in the society. For 

example, a family can be considered poor if it cannot afford vacations, or cannot buy presents 

for children at Christmas, or cannot send its young to university. Even though they have access 

to government support for food, water, medicine and free housing, they are considered poor 

because the rest of the communities have access to superior services and amenities. 

 

Situational Poverty (Transitory) 

People or families can be poor because of some adversities like earthquakes, floods or a serious 

illness. Sometimes, people can help themselves out of this situation quickly if they are given a 

bit of assistance, as the cause of their situations was just one unfortunate event.  

 

Generational or Chronic Poverty 

This is a more complicated type and we will see a detailed example here. This is when poverty is 

handed over to individuals and families from generations before them. In this type, there is 
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usually no escape from it, as people are trapped in its causes and have no access to tools that 

will help them get out of it. (Source: World Bank, August 2008). 

 

Sophisticated poverty is an old trend found in South Africa. The origins of this type of poverty is 

discussed lengthily in this paper but let’s first define and unpack it. 

 

Sophisticated poverty defined and unpacked 

1. What is sophisticated Poverty? 

Before I define sophisticated poverty, I would first like to define the word sophisticated. On 

wikipedia you find 'sophisticated' defined as the quality of refinement, displaying good, wisdom 

and subtlety rather crudeness, stupidly and vulgarity in the perception of social class. Many 

times 'sophisticated' is articulated to something classy, having taste for particular unique 

things, but I describe sophisticated as something one cannot see with the naked eye, when 

someone asks what it is, but it can only be described when its seen. It is like pornography, it is 

very difficult to define or explain pornography until you come into contact with it, and can see it 

happening in front of you. Sophisticated poverty is poverty on another level that one cannot 

describe without seeing it, it is only when one is in contact with a person suffering from it, 

that’s when one can say this is sophisticated poverty.  I describe sophisticated poverty as that 

type of poverty found both in urban rural under-developed areas mainly informal settlements, 

semi-urban areas as well as sub-urban areas, designed by the inhabitants of that particular 

community or class based on the conditions of the needs and challenges they are faced with on 

a daily basis and actions they take to satisfy that particular need and challenge. Their needs 

fluctuate and are based on, want, deprivation, manipulation, opportunistic behavior, actions of 

greediness, and the urge to satisfy a particular lacking need, need to satisfy other people’s 

expectations and pure vulnerability.  
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Sophisticated poverty is more like building a bridge without a solid strong sustainable 

foundation whereby it cracks and eventually collapses at any given time. What is the 

implication of that? It is simply a well contracted bridge, classy and stylish but with no strong 

sustainable legs to stand on. This type of poverty is at an advance level whereby people get 

what they want without sweating but creating more harm to others and to themselves. Such 

sophisticated poverty where people find reasons to justify their unjustifiable actions.  

 

2. Who are the recipients of sophisticated Poverty? 

The recipients of sophisticated poverty are the same beneficiaries of state social grants using 

double dipping as a way to generate income and satisfy their needs. Such people have  

“shopping lists for government agencies to fulfill” their personal needs (Swanepoel, & De Beer, 

2011:44). Double dipping promotes sophisticated poverty until there is a mechanism found to 

prevent it, double dipping would continue to promote sophisticated poverty. To date South 

African Social Security Agency (SASSA) has not yet found a mechanism to prevent double 

dipping (face to face Interviews with SASSA supervisors and managers). People continue to 

double dip because being poor present opportunities for them; they use the gab and hole from 

government policies to get policies their own way. People are going through a number of 

policies in their communities: lack of employment, lack of business opportunities, lack of social 

cohesion, the list goes on.  To date SASSA has not yet had a system in place of discharging 

beneficiaries who live from the system. The danger is that when the time comes for SASSA to 

introduce the discharge system, those living in sophisticated poverty would go to the streets to 

protest against the discharge as they are so used to it and cannot survive without it. 

 

Furthermore, the recipients of sophisticated poverty are those individuals irrespective of color 

or creeds have found ways to survive by begging on the streets and are making a kill by begging 

for handouts, money and food. There is high visibility of white poverty not to say white poverty 

has not been there, it has always been there but they were well cared for by the old system and 

protected from types of poverty and they are in a minority. Unlike hardworking poor whites, 
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who used the opportunities presented by the old government where they were sent for military 

training to acquire lifelong skills, those suffering from paralysis of laziness have presence at 

every intersection and every robot where they make a lot of money from sympathizers. They 

too do not want to work; they too double dip and are grants recipients.  

The recipients of sophisticated poverty are those collecting child support grant and play 

“moChaina and cards” (way of gambling) to make ends meet; some simply get involved in drugs 

using the grant to support their habits.  

Furthermore, those individuals who acquired wealth overnight and lived a wealthy life through 

illegal means are also recipients of sophisticated poverty. Living in sophisticated poverty does 

not only affect the recipients of state social grants but it also affects those individuals who 

depend on tenders to feed their lifestyle and expensive habits, those who obtain tenders 

illegally. They graduate from relative poverty to sophisticated poverty because they simply 

cannot handle fame and wealth without being dependent of government tenders. They find 

themselves back to relative poverty because whatever they acquired through illegal means is 

taken away from them. It is dependency to be awarded a tender through illegal means because 

it implies that the person awarded the tender was not subjected to fair and equitable 

competition. What is acquired through illegal means lacks sustainability and has the danger of 

making the benefactor poorer because there is no appreciation of efforts invested in hard work. 

There is overwhelming evidence that recipients of failed tenders return to the township and 

informal settlements while some return to relative poverty and sophisticated poverty as they 

can no longer make ends meet. We have seen such individuals on national television where the 

asset forfeiture unit repossesses things such as expensive motorbikes, and other valuable 

movable and immovable property. 

It is the looting of the state resources to be awarded a tender when not deserving. In most 

instances people awarded tenders not deserving put up a fight when taken to court for 

irregularities. It as good as looting the foreign nationals businesses, it is the same difference 

and plays itself out as if one is poor and cannot make any efforts to initiate something for living 

without involving government. Awarding a tender to undeserving candidate based on political 
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connection or based on returning favors is tantamount to looting foreign nationals businesses, 

it is tantamount to lack of appreciating the job the person has for survival, and it is tantamount 

to crime because of looting government resources. The looting of government resources makes 

government not being able to serve the genuine under-served poor communities equally. 

 

3. Sophisticated Poverty and Challenges in South Africa?       

According to the UN South Africa Website: 

www.za.undp.org/content/south_africa/en/home/countryinfo/ (Accessed on 04 February 

2015) the following fact is evident: “The complex nature of the development situation in the 

country is evident from its ranking of 123 out of 187 on the Human Development Index.  A 

combination of characteristics underline the depth and scope of the challenge facing South 

Africa: while extreme poverty has declined, there are significant disparities in levels of relative 

poverty across provinces; inequality remains sharp with an essentially static Gini coefficient 

above 0.7”. It is evident from the statement above that poverty remains a thorny issue in South 

Africa with more people moving from rural villages and neighborhood which are under-

serviced; flocking to urban areas in search of better opportunities. These people do not 

abandon their homes; instead they create second and even third homes in urban townships 

and urban rural informal settlements. As such the declining poverty statistics as stated by the 

UN report is overshadowed by the sharp increase in the number of persons who experience 

poverty in their places of origin; as a result they find themselves in the peripheries of the 

Country trying to negotiate the issues of bread and butter. Such individuals become members 

of the community and share the little available resources with the entire community living in 

sophisticated poverty. In the event where resources are not available in that particular 

community, they become part of the people who scramble for services in communities of 

choice. That’s when more social grants are applied for and people identify the weaknesses of 

the system and begin to engage in double dipping, discussed earlier on which is the attribute of 

sophisticated poverty.        

http://www.za.undp.org/content/south_africa/en/home/countryinfo/
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There are eight UN Millennium Development Goals. Out of the eight UN Millennium 

Development Goals, the first goal is to: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger. This, in a 

nutshell illustrates the seriousness of extreme poverty and hunger as a national issue.  

 

The narrative of sophisticated poverty is drawn from my daily experiences, and from the voices 

of the affected and observations within the communities I work with. Quite interestingly 

sophisticated poverty does not only affect the masses in the informal settlements and the 

townships, but it also affects people living in suburbs; I refer to people who may be living 

beyond their means, people whose expenses are higher than what they earn. Sophisticated 

poverty does not make the poor afford daily lifestyle; neither does it make the other group 

afford its daily lifestyle. It only makes them more dependent, endangered species and the 

untouchables in the communities in which they live in.  

 

Other authors have written lengthily about urban and rural poverty and other types of poverty. 

This paper does not dwell on those two types of poverty. Depending on where you are, 

sophisticated poverty demands everybody’s attention and action.  

Many South Africans are trapped in relative poverty which plays itself as sophisticated poverty. 

South Africa does not experience absolute poverty, however there is partly generational and 

more of relative poverty.  Thus, sophisticated poverty coupled with relative poverty is mainly 

found in South Africa. That is where it emerged since 1994 and has gained momentum and 

escalating as a result. Even though strides have been made in terms of eradicating poverty as 

the UN report assets, poverty has remained in the rise and has reached an alarming proportion. 

 

World Nations are still faced with different types of poverty every day because of everyday 

challenges poverty manifest itself. The Country is currently sitting on 56. 8%.  Poverty  headcount.  This is 

indicative of the fact that poverty in South Africa though it is reported that it has declined but 

there are still signs of it, the looting is a practical example of the masses that are starving and 

want something to eat now, now, now. Service delivery protests are indicative of all forms of 

http://www.za.undp.org/content/south_africa/en/home/mdgoverview/overview/mdg1
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poverty and affect the areas of lives of the masses. Every human being operates within certain 

areas of life, if one area of life causes some kind of imbalance, the rest of the areas of life get 

affected, it is for this reason the lives of the masses suffering from sophisticated poverty is not 

stable.  

In my continuing journey serving the poor masses my feet have not been off the ground. I have 

continued to connect with the poor masses, trying to understand their genuine feelings about 

poverty. My roots are embedded in the townships and informal settlements. My whole 

extended family and my siblings, and high school friends are rooted in the townships and the 

informal settlements. When an incident of poverty occurs on the ground, politicians pronounce 

the act of criminality and generalization because they are not there to witness the suffering of 

the people after 20 years of successful democracy. That does not mean that government has 

not delivered to the masses as the UN report asserts that South Africa “has established a solid 

foundation for democratic governance and improved access to education, health services, 

water, electricity, housing and social protection for the historically disadvantaged: for instance, 

14 million South Africans, including 10 million children, currently receive some form of social 

assistance”. (http://www.za.undp.org/content/south_africa/en/home/countryinfo/)(Accessed 

on 07 February 2015).. However, the evidence on the ground of sophisticated poverty, does not 

tell a good story. 

Foot soldiers know the truth and the truth plays itself out on national TV and the truth is that 

sophisticated poverty plays itself out because of many factors. I continue to find justification for 

this continuing sophisticated poverty and have observed that sophisticated poverty is sky 

rocketing without any stop to it. Not only by reasons specified already but it is caused by the 

intension to receive, intension to loot the state resources, rightly so everyone is on the looting 

spree. Can we really blame the masses for such a behavior? The whole behavior is 

sophisticated.  

Sophisticated poverty is not only found with those who got rich overnight, but it has taken a 

different shape in relative poverty as well. How so? It is only convenient for the poor of now 

late to be poor because there are handouts provided. The SASSA food parcels taken to 

http://www.za.undp.org/content/south_africa/en/home/countryinfo/
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communities especially during election time, is not only perpetuating the already existing 

sophisticated poverty but it is perpetuating the continuing culture of dependency. The 

groceries, clothing including blankets delivered by Chinese businesses to indigent communities 

is applauded, but unfortunately it perpetuates sophisticated poverty where people just sit and 

wait to be fed and receive without engaging in programmes that have potential to change their 

situation. The danger with this kind of behavior is that when these poor masses do not get 

these handouts anymore, they will go to the streets to demand them, the precedence has 

already been created, and they will demand them through all kinds of protests. Much as the 

poor masses discriminate against foreign nationals and other tribes, sophisticated poverty is 

just proving the theory of racism and tribalism. Racism and tribalism in communities where 

sophisticated poverty is exercised is a reality and a fact of life. 

 

4. Racism and Tribalism within Communities 

 The issue of racism and tribalism amongst blacks is not a new phenomenon. The same 

phenomenon was used during the apartheid era. There’s a methodology used by its 

perpetrators to advance it.  Here’s the practical analogy.  E Goli i.e. “the place of Gold”, people 

who reside in tribal villages and rural areas aspired (and still do) to come to e Goli for greener 

pastures. This movement had seen lots of migrant workers moving to Johannesburg through 

TEBA. TEBA previously owned and operated by South African mining companies under the 

auspices of the Chamber of Mines of South Africa, primarily as a labor recruitment vehicle 

(http://www.teba.co.za/about-us/company-profile (Accessed on 09 February 2015). 

The system, after employing them had put up hostels in the townships to house migrant 

workers so that they can reach their work destination easily. They were placed there to work 

for cheap labor as well as for their poor families and were working hard. Their lives were not 

valued by employers. The locals had the same issue as they have today, they hated them, they 

attacked hostel dwellers and killed them and demolished those hostel structures and take 

everything these migrants have worked hard for. They were not wanted because they were told 

they were taking local’s jobs when locals dare work as mine workers under the ground. Locals 
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viewed working underground as a mean and inferior job. It is for this reason that mine bosses 

relied on migrant’s workers because they were prepared to get their hands dirty and were 

reliable. In the township hostels they lived in they were killed and whatever they worked hard 

for was looted.  

They were not the only ones attacked, black African entrepreneurs were not spared any mercy, 

and they too endured the brunt of jealousy and hatred at the hands of fellow black Africans. 

Stealing was rife but it was only limited to white South Africans, purely because it was believed 

that they are wealthy and they are responsible for segregation and practicing apartheid 

policies. People going through sophisticated poverty continue to hold onto that belief even 

though there is sizable evidence of white poverty. 

 

5. Black Entrepreneurs 

The black African entrepreneurs aspiring to be big business in the township were attacked 

especially during political upheavals. An attack culminating from jealousy and hatred, that they 

cannot have the same, having not made any efforts to initiate something was widespread.  All 

these attacks occurred in the name of politics, for example in Kwa- Zulu Natal and 

Johannesburg, the long battle between the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) and the African 

National Congress (ANC), it is known that the two political parties don’t tolerate each other, 

people would use (and still do) politics as a weapon to attack people who are thriving and 

successful so that it can be thought it is linked to politics, the attacks were sophisticated in 

nature. The shop owners endured the brunt of jealousy and hatred from fellow black Africans. 

They did not only face the fact of life of not being able to buy their shop stock direct from the 

wholesale because of the system at that time but had to go via someone to get stocks to sell to 

the community who needed those goods and services. In spite of the fact that it was difficult to 

get stock in large volumes, kind whites used to come into their aid by getting stock for them. 

These enterprises have since collapsed and did not thrive, very few are prospering. 

 

http://blackd.in/
http://blackd.in/
http://blackd.in/
http://blackd.in/
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Those who managed to thrive and their businesses are sustainable till today used to be labeled 

as dangerous and using “muthi” and “ukuthwala” meaning; these entrepreneurs kidnapped 

people in the township and cut their private parts and head for “muti” reasons and for that 

matter to be rich. The phenomenon that was most popular is the one that businessmen 

sacrifice people/members of the family who they love most for financial prosperity. It is 

believed that such business people thrive because of that reason. The great businessman Mr. 

Maponya in Soweto is amongst the business people who survived and still surviving. The 

Maponya Mall is evidence of such dedication, patience, perseverance and he defied all the 

odds. I guess he is labeled as someone who uses “ukuthwala and muthi” to own such a huge 

Mall. There are many like him who shot their way up through humble beginnings and through 

dedication and believing in themselves, such entrepreneurs are found in the taxi industry, I 

have one in my family. 

Entrepreneurship in South Africa had always had challenges, the only difference is that the 

problem is now getting more attention and the fact that there is press freedom and freedom of 

expression things are reported and the public get more informed. The tactics have not changed; 

the matter of fact is that they have intensified and are hidden and manifest themselves through 

sophisticated poverty. 

 

6. The Narrative of Sophisticated Poverty 

The phrase "sophisticated," sounds rather peculiar, but that's precisely what is happening in 

real poverty life. The peculiar aspect of it as alluded by Swanepoel and De Beer, (2011:18) they 

concede that “people experience life in their own peculiar way”. They contend that the 

psychological environment does influence poor people who spend their time in a battle for 

survival often feel apathy towards people or institutions trying to persuade them to do 

something”. When politicians pronounce phrases such as “economic freedom in our lifetime”, 

those ravaged by absolute poverty pronounce “poverty, need, want, and deprivation in their 

life time”. 
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The narrative of sophisticated poverty is linked to politics, poverty and politics go together, they 

cannot be separated, I strongly believe that the political climate is hell bend to keep the masses 

poor so that they continue benefit out of their plight. It is for this reason that the masses abuse 

the system because their leaders realized that the promises and expectations have not been 

met, they then buy them with food parcels and T-Shirts and even money. It is for this reason 

Dixit and Nalebuff (1996: 1V) contends that “Politicians have to device campaign strategies to 

get elected, and legislative strategies to implement their visions”. The masses' memory is very 

short; they wake up the next day and vote for the leader who put food on the table. It is about 

issues of bread and butter. The same leaders most of them live in their own poverty, and use 

opportunities coming their way to survive; hence I call this sophisticated poverty. One cannot 

see it through the naked eye but it's there and it is fast escalating.  

The danger is that when people have enough they indeed have enough. We are seeing the 

masses run amok on the streets protesting for services. The service delivery protests in the 

townships of Gauteng and other provinces which involve looting are fruits of the narrative of 

sophisticated poverty. There is destruction of community assets such as property/housing, 

clinics, libraries, community halls and so forth. Community assets are the pride of society. To 

substantiate my statements and claims that community assets are a pride of society, that is 

evident in service delivery protests as protesters want the same in their community. If they are 

destroyed as it has been in South Africa, which community would lag behind when other 

communities are prospering? Community organizations are meant to develop a thriving and 

diverse civil society and promote long-term resilience and that can only be achieved when 

community assets are respected and preserved. 

 

7. Paralysis of laziness, jealousy, hatred and dependency 

People who suffer from paralysis of laziness, Jealousy, hatred and dependency are found in 

informal settlements; townships and surprisingly they are also found at middle class suburbs. 

They are transported from their reporting place with the employer’s vehicle and as soon as they 
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reach their destination, they take a stroll as a group, chat, all swamped in one place, they sleep, 

including the person who supervise them and not do the job they are hired to do. They expect 

everything from government, even things they can initiate on their own. There is another 

dimension to the aspect of unemployment.  People who really want to work do get something 

to do. The business of gardening is thriving, South Africans do not want to do gardening 

services, and they see it as a mean job and inferior. In most restaurants, you find foreign 

nationals, hair salons, it is foreign national dominating the market. South Africans would rather 

live in sophisticated poverty than do gardening, restaurant and salon services. Foreign nationals 

penetrated this market and are making a lot of money. South Africans are choosey when it 

comes to jobs but keep complaining about unemployment. The public spaces and parks are not 

cleaned, people who must clean them firstly arrive late where they are deployed to work, 

secondly they hold a spade, hold on it, with another hand on the waist forever until it is 

lunchtime where they sleep until it is knock off time. It is sophisticated poverty in the making; 

these people have employment but not appreciating when there are masses unemployed that 

can use this opportunity efficiently. They also complain that they are paid peanuts but do not 

assess their own performance. 

 

The service delivery protests are linked to sophisticated poverty, linked to unemployment, 

frustration, anger, and criminality, it would seem as if it is alright and convenient to be poor 

when it suits those who are poor. When it suits them again it is not good to be poor, that is 

when the system of “ukuphaka” “handouts “is wide spread. Who are all in this? In an opinion 

peace Sidwell Tshingilane wrote “Looting in Soweto (and elsewhere) is directly linked to 

unemployment and poverty. The fundamental cause of events last week is youth 

unemployment.” You cannot have hundreds of young people roaming the streets doing 

nothing”. Sidwell Tshingilane is the resident of Soweto and speaks on firsthand experience 

because “Poverties are connected and poverty as entrapment-to understand poverty outsiders 

need to see situations from the inside” Schenck, Nel & Louw, 201: 19-23.” 
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Amongst the looters, women and men, women wearing artificial hair extensions, gold earrings, 

designer clothing and sneakers were seen looting. One wonders as to what is the reason for 

looting when they can afford all these things. In the quest for an answer is that it does not 

mean that when people are experiencing poverty then they must wear poverty, talk poverty 

and eat poverty. Some people are sponsored to get expensive clothing, shoes, jewelry, 

sneakers, designer jeans or Brazilian hair extension. Some have to sacrifice their dignity to have 

money to buy whatever is a need for them to conform to societal patterns. The looters look 

normal and not in need on national television but poverty is the order of the day, this poverty is 

sophisticated in nature. 

 

People are not doing anything to fight poverty, they just sit back and wait for someone to give 

them something, and it is ok for them. What happens when whatever people are used to 

receive is no longer available, hence you find all this grouping hooked in nyaupe, hunga, and 

other types of drugs. Why all this groupings resort to drugs? There is so much reliance on hand 

outs.  All these groupings are active members of society who are found in all types of meetings 

to catch the first dip. They want to hear as to where their next meal will come from with no 

efforts to engage in something that can bring food on the table.  If the goal is to have food on 

the table then all those poor people can make efforts to collect food, store it so that when the 

winter sets in, there is enough to last. Those living in absolute poverty do not escape this 

unfortunately, they become poorer and their poverty is sophisticated in kind. 

 

8. What do these groupings all have in common?  

The recipients of social grants, social relief of distress, tenderpreneurs; all do have something in 

common. They all live in sophisticated poverty the only difference is that the other type of 

poverty is absolute, felt on the ground, on the other hand the other poverty is purely 

sophisticated and acquired through other means but it still remains poverty.  Those 

experiencing absolute poverty, have a tiny chance to escape it, whereas sophisticated poverty 

is borne out of dismal failure to take responsibility for their own poverty, failure to do 
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something about own poverty, borne out of expectations from government to bring aid, it is 

also borne out of failure to handle wealth, it is borne out of living beyond one’s means, it is 

borne out of the failures of community leaders and politicians to contain sophisticated poverty 

by devising means to encourage beneficiaries to engage in sustainable income generating 

programmes aimed at building their capacity to be independent.  

 

When scrutinizing the history of social relief of distress, it existed in the old system but well 

contained. Though social relief was there before the new dispensation, it was contained simply 

because it catered for a few and neglected the masses. The current social relief of distress 

system was corrupted by a politician just after 1994 who instructed government officials to 

facilitate the process of giving out food hampers to those regarded as living in absolute poverty 

in exchange for ward councilor votes and small tenders, and indeed the consequences created 

sophisticated poverty because the whole community wanted to benefit from the process. That 

practice continues to be the legacy of politician in the new dispensation.  

The growing concern is that we have not dealt successfully with relative poverty and the 

escalation of sophisticated poverty creates a backlog to relative poverty. The danger with 

sophisticated poverty is that it is more driven by greediness, wanting to shop from government, 

taking advantage of gabs in government policies, wanting to be rich overnight, lack of 

satisfaction and wastage of government resources without thinking of others. Sophisticated 

poverty is here to stay for as long as individuals aspire to be rich and live affordable lifestyle so 

as to fit into their own society which they created for themselves. It is deeply ingrained in the 

masses, in people’s mind, and to erase it will unfortunately not produce any positive results. 

Sophisticated poverty is a moving phenomenon, it is dangerous, and is alive. 

 

9. Looting Incident in Gauteng and surroundings 

The attack on Foreign Nationals in the township of Soweto in Snake Park and later spread to 

Diepsloot and Kagiso on the West Rand (Pretoria News Weekend, January 24 2015) epitomizes 
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the narrative of sophisticated poverty. These attacks spread over to Alexander Township and 

Langlaagte as well as Atteridgeville Township. The behavior is the combination of 

unemployment, anger and frustration emanating from poverty and make masses resort to 

criminal acts. “Unemployment is both a cause and a result of the poverty situation in which 

people find themselves” (Swanepoel & De Beer, 2011:7). All the looters are seen looting food 

which implies that there is absolute hunger, there is poverty and the poverty takes the form of 

sophistication. The looters dare think of occupying the businesses and continue with a small to 

medium enterprise because that idea does not linger into their minds but receiving and taking 

by force is what their minds are accustomed to.  

When the food looted is finished the focus is on another looting spree to shops of individuals 

who work hard and go an extra mile to make ends meet. The looters keep mourning about 

foreigners taking their jobs but fail to take from where the foreigners left off. All these episodes 

and the thinking and behavior resemble that of sophisticated poverty. Imagine if the masses 

that looted in Soweto were to mobilize and organize for large scale farming, South Africa would 

do well in terms of food security. Because there would be no shortage of food and those living 

in poverty would benefit from large scale farming. It is applauded that there are those living in 

poverty and are taking an initiative to do something about it, and that inspiring story is found 

on the UN article “Small Scale Farmers is eradicating poverty and extreme hunger through 

Agriculture in Soweto, South Africa. UNDP in South Africa and Tokyo collaborated on a project 

to fight poverty, unemployment and food insecurity in Ward 21, Soweto in South Africa.  Ward 

21 in Soweto has a population that of 27 867 with about 4265 households. 

With only 12 percent of productive land, South Africa requires innovative ways of increasing 

productivity in unproductive land to meet its own demands and regional expectations and 

obligations with regard to food security and fighting hunger. 

Agriculture is critical to food security and subsistence and small scale farmers play an important 

role in addressing food security, malnutrition, poverty, and hunger consequently contributing 

to the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals. 
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(http://www.za.undp.org/content/south_africa (Accessed on 10 February 2015). These masses 

cannot be mobilized for farming because their poverty is sophisticated in nature and while they 

are angry and frustrated, it suits them as they rely more on foreigners and government to 

survive. The locals reign of terror through attack of foreigners is the latest in the cycle of 

looting, justifying their actions by saying foreigners take their jobs.  Those involved in looting do 

not care, all they do is demonstrate anger and frustration at the ineffectiveness of the 

government creating jobs for the masses unemployed. Poverty and criminality is the narrative 

in these lootings.  Leaders in the country are telling the nation that the behavior in Soweto and 

Kagiso and other areas is “pure” criminality. As a foot soldier on the ground I know the policies 

affecting our people on the ground and I continue to advocate for those policies and know that 

unemployment, anger and frustration cause people to do criminal activities because taking 

something from someone without permission is stealing and stealing is crime and punishable by 

law. 

Radio 702 reported on the morning of 23 January 2015 on John Robby Show that 100 people 

were arrested following the hijack and slaughtering of livestock that were injured from the 

truck falling on one of the Gauteng highways. Unemployment, hunger, frustration, poverty, 

crime, a combination of everything has seen chaos in South African townships and informal 

settlements, including the highway where this particular incident took place. It emanated from 

this behavior that there is a widespread problem of livestock theft in the country. Another 

caller alluded to the fact that the people keep bringing government into their behavior, when 

they can devise plans to tackle poverty. 

 

People aspire for a good prosperous life in their life time, as to how the individual achieve the 

unachievable remains a million dollar question to answer for as long as people feel entitled and 

feel they are owed something. Our minds are confronted with a number of thought provocative 

questions. Destruction to community assets is always the answer for angry masses. People keep 

agonizing daily as to whether they should hide in their cocoon and observe things go by or they 

should step out of their comfort zone in pursuit of a better life for all. The book (Why Urban-

Rural Under-developed Communities Will Never Develop in South Africa Mooiplaas Informal 

http://www.za.undp.org/content/south_africa
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Settlement, a Relevant Case Study: In the Front Lines) gives the account of how the author 

personally took an informed decision to step out of her comfort zone (Sokhela, D. 2013:15-17) 

 

10. Destruction of Community Assets 

 

While the frustrations of the masses are understandable and genuine, destroying the very same 

community assets fought for in the past and being fought for in the present is not the solution. 

The self enrichment, self-aggrandizement and self serving habits of community leaders is 

something the masses never anticipated in the new dispensation but it is unfortunately the 

legacy of the new South Africa. The mechanism used to destroy community assets during the 

old dispensation does not apply to the new South Africa; therefore the poor masses can no 

longer justify their actions of property destruction. The masses need to learn that destruction 

of community assets kills the Nation, and change of heart can make all of us better persons, as 

Handy, 1995-100 (in Sokhela 2015:100, article on Theories of learning and change: Managing 

change as a critical success factor for human kind-Lessons from Mandela and De Klerk). He 

postulates that “Whether ones agrees or disagrees, the underlying deduction is certainly that, 

for service excellence and innovation to take place, the organization must be able to better 

manage change and that learning is an integral part of changing”. Communities can learn from 

this experience by embracing change by protecting it assets and be innovative in terms of 

addressing their social policies grievances. 

 

11. Investing in Children as future generation and leaders. 

It is disturbing to witness school children in uniform engaging in acts of destructive behavior 

such as looting, children are the future generation of the country. Children in school uniform 

were caught on camera looting in Soweto. It is reported that school children-minors were 

released into the custody of their parents. Baby Nqobile Majozi became South Africa’s youngest 

victim of xenophobic violence and acts of sophisticated poverty” (Sunday Times January 25 

2015).  I cannot comprehend as to what had happened when the mother engaged in activities 
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of disorder carrying the baby on her back. The story of this baby is just one of the stories in 

which most South African children seem not to be in good hands and more needs to be done to 

protect them from all forms of cruelty. 

I noted with pain and disappointment the tragedy of a school child, who drowned into the Pit 

hole in Limpopo.  

“A four-year-old boy has drowned after falling in a pit toilet, Limpopo police confirmed on 

Thursday. Samuel Matshusa was playing with friends near the pit in the village in Letsitele this 

morning. Police say the hole was filled with rainwater and the boy drowned after falling in. 

Matshusa is the second child to drown in a pit toilet in the province in the last 13 months. 

Police spokesperson Moatshe Ngoepe said, “The four-year-old boy was playing together with 

others next to an open pit toilet full of rain water when he slipped and fell in. Six-year-old 

Michael Komape died at his primary school in the Chebeng village outside Polokwane last 

January” (EWN). 

Such alarming shocking incident calls for community’s commitment to do something where 

services are lacking in their community and not wait for government to do things for them but 

take an initiative of erecting strong make shift toilets at school. How many schools going 

children have to die before any action is taken by the communities who seem to be waiting for 

government to do things for them? Communities seem to be too relaxed, in instances where 

action is necessitated, by them, for their young generation. The culture of dependency and 

pleading poverty suit these communities in cases where they the solution can just be found and 

implemented. Since this is second incident to happen in the same Province, long-term solutions 

are needed. 

 

“Project HOPE UK recognizes that there are no quick fixes to poverty, or to the culture of 

dependency that drives it, but steady, long-term solutions are needed to create a new mindset 

in young people, based on self determination and personal responsibility” (Hope in Action 

Newsletter, January 2015). In this case the young people need to consider thoughtful action. 

http://ewn.co.za/2014/01/26/Funeral-of-Limpopo-boy-underway
http://ewn.co.za/2014/01/27/Principal-apologises-for-pit-toilet-death
http://ewn.co.za/2014/01/27/Principal-apologises-for-pit-toilet-death
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Children are the country’s future generation and need to be protected. There is overwhelming 

evidence that while there is a significant sophisticated poverty, children can benefit from 

education following a designed performance indicator curriculum in the township. South Africa 

is 63 percent, almost double the adult unemployed rate, and this will inevitably lead to poverty 

extending to another generation of the country’s township children. The curriculum is part of 

five-year campaign to create role models of youngsters committed to learning and earning. 

(Hope in Action Newsletter, January 2015)”.  Project Hope UK has in place a ground breaking 

curriculum for younger children in the township of Munsieville in Krugersdorp which can be 

used as benchmark for all South African early childhood schools.  

Professionals in the helping profession are required to fight a rigorous battle to liberate school 

children from the epidemic that is if we want to invest in the generation that is free out of any 

form of poverty whether it is absolute poverty, relative, poverty, generational poverty or even 

rural poverty and sophisticated poverty. The Nation wants children who are free of all these 

situations. It is not the way in which the Society should raise its next generation. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Sophisticated poverty is unavoidable; it is real, whether one agrees or not, it is an obligation to 

those benefitting from it to realize that, if pervasive, it will continue destroy all the areas of 

their lives and it necessitates drastic actions taken to address it. 

In closing I encourage my colleagues in the helping profession not to despair or lose hope, the 

battle continues, we cannot even begin to neglect the poor masses based purely on the failures 

of community leaders to show good leadership. Equally so, we cannot ignore the masses who 

really live in genuine poverty. I further encourage and plead with community leaders to take on 

the footprints of the great author, Ken Blanchard who asserts, and I quote "an imaginative and 

colorful approach to relating leadership principles that have long served those having the will to 

lead" Leadership is the privilege to have the responsibility to direct the actions of others,   

Roberts, (1989). More than a political Will, will have to be exercised by community leaders to 
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contain sophisticated poverty and its remnants. It may be too late to contain it though from the 

current and coming generation. My main take away is that   decisive leadership is needed on 

the part of community leaders. On the part of the poor masses trapped in sophisticated 

poverty, yes there are frustrations emanating from unemployment but as citizens of this 

country, there are alternative, means for income generating initiative, all what is needed is the 

will and determination to do something. 

 

We need to unite to create jobs and end violence today. We must ask ourselves why so many 

young people are looting. The answer is poverty, youth unemployment, inequality, frustration 

(Pretoria News Tuesday January 27 2015). 

 

People need to free themselves from this disease, even if they have reached a certain level. 

People need not to forget that they weren’t created to stay in the same situation which is 

sophisticated poverty in this instance. They are afraid to break out of the box holding them and 

learn new innovative ways to do things beneficial to them. This is called progressive culture of 

dependency and fear of the unknown which is the worst enemy which will always hold one 

back from progressing in life. 

A call to professionals is made to intensify efforts in fighting for the protection of 

the next generation (children) free of all forms of poverty is necessitated, the 

generation prepared and groomed to protect the assets of their communities as 

treasure and live in a poverty free Society. 

Let's all protect our children from destructive acts for us to have future leaders. We cannot rely 

on government to bring things to the people. We can do wonders for ourselves. 

“An integrated township economy, not a takeover by foreign business owners, is best, the 

chairwoman of Parliament’s portfolio committee on small business development said 

yesterday” (Pretoria News Weekend, January 24, 2015). 

 
The above words are encouraging indeed, but the question is “are going to witness the 

implementation and of these rhetoric”? We are waiting in enthusiasm to see and witness it 
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happen because if the current situation does not get political will and something drastic is done 

about it, the Country is headed for disaster. As professionals in the helping profession we wait 

with zeal and tenacity and trust that a lasting solution can be found sooner rather than later. 

 

There is more education and awareness which must be done to educate people to value and 

preserve a community asset, which is if that effort may yield positive results.  Community 

leaders can use this opportunity to connect with their constituency to save community assets.   

                        

An effective and efficient social security policy for alleviating extreme and sophisticated poverty 

across the board should be put in place as matter of urgency.  

 

SASSA needs to device an effective sustainable income generating programme meant to 

prepare beneficiaries who had already benefitted from the system. 

 

Closing Remarks 

 

Sophisticated poverty is a weapon of mass destruction. It gradually destroys the fabric of our 

Society. It cannot be allowed to skyrocket as it does. There is not much that can be done to 

contain sophisticated poverty because it has been allowed to perpetrate. The masses see it as a 

way of life as they do not put drastic measures to change their livelihoods for the better.  

Communities need to develop neighborhood leadership with self and community assets 

surrounding them. If they themselves do not exercise strong neighborhood based leaders who 

has the potential to influence the people to keep a watchful eye in the way in which community 

assets are best taken care of, such community runs the risk of mass destruction. The logic is 

that there is more to win when protecting the assets of the community than destroying them.  

 

"Overcoming poverty is not a gesture of charity. It is an act of justice. It is a protection of a 

fundamental human right, the right to dignity and a decent life." (Nelson Mandela. 2005). 

"When the beneficiaries remain dependent on the system for their continued livelihood, only 
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effective, efficient and ethical administration of the system will contribute to the development 

of a state capable of sustaining the social contract with its citizens ('Van Dyk and Mokgala, 

2014,AfricaJournal').  

As it stands the existing social security protocol does not contain or suggest any exit strategy for 

its beneficiaries, what it has successfully achieved is create sophisticated poverty. It is 

documented on SASSA's information reservoir that social assistance consists of a non-

contributory system of social grants financed entirely from government revenue. (SASSA. 

2008:14). 

Such a call warrants that everyone lives according to the expectations of the Social Welfare 

White Paper by contributing to their own development. 

 

It calls for the question that while Nations are trying to eradicate poverty and its remnants but 

there are causes of other different kinds of poverty. In a nutshell, we have not dealt with 

generational poverty, we are battling with relative poverty and sophisticated poverty is gaining 

milestone and escalating fast. 
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Case Studies 

The two case studies were documented right in communities where sophisticated poverty is 

widely practiced: The first case study takes place in Centurion Amber field suburb intersection. 
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03/02/15 

Case Study 1 

I decide to go to the streets to get updated information on sophisticated poverty from white 

South Africans begging everyday on the streets. I take my assistant researcher (AR) with me 

and hit the road. I talk to my assistant researcher while driving; I drive with Rooihuiskraal, 

road that leads to Mall@Reds. 

(Me) I'm taking you to this intersection, where a couple of white guys beg for money.  

(AR) No, do they, also come to Centurion? I thought they were only found in Pretoria West Lol!  

(Me) Laughing, you are still outdated; these guys are a step ahead of you. They are very 

intelligent. You must remember that begging is their way of life and they make lot, of money 

out of it.  

(AR) Yuuuh, hey I rest my case, It never crossed my mind that they can travel this far.  

(Me) they do!  

 

                                                                  drive and I noticed 

them.  

(Me) Look there, can you see that gentleman standing there?  

(AR) Oh my God, this is reality,  

(Me) Shush, there’s another one, over there. Can you notice him? 

(AR) yes 

 

We drive to the robots, one of them gets attracted to the car we are driving with, and it has 

the inscription of alcohol and drug clinic. There's low traffic volume, he thus walks towards 

the car as if he’s, begging.  

(He) Hello mama! 

(Me) Hi there. 

(He) Do you work with people having alcohol and drug problem?  

(Me) Yes indeed. (Why asking)  
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(He) I'm a recovering alcohol and drug addict.  

(Me) okay, so….. You basically… 

(He) Eehhhh! Yeah, 

(Me) do you want to talk about it?  

 

I noticed that he was warming up and desperate to talk. 

(He) yes sure.  

(Me) I'm parking under that tree, follow me.  

 

We got out of the car,  

(Me) you were telling me that......,  

(He) Yeah, I was found with drugs by police, arrested but released a few days after and ordered 

to undergo treatment program at SANCA.  

(Me) SANCA right..... 

(He) But it's so difficult to stay clean you know.  

(Me) no I don't know, yes.....  

(Me) tell me how much are you making by begging on the streets.  

(He) Well it depends but, on a good day I do make something like a thousand rand per weekend 

but on normal days it's very less than that.  

 

(Me) Where do you come from?  

(He) Pretoria West mama,  

(Me) do you get a government grant?  

(He) yes it's a child support grant for my, 2 year old son and I also get one for my disability.  

(Me) what disability you are referring to?  

(He) I have an HI Virus.  

(Me) okay,  

(Me) how do you come here?    

(He) do you see that Costina parked under that tree, 
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He points at it!  

 

(Me) you mean the yellow one?  

(He) yes, it's me, my brother my cousin and my friend. We all come from Pretoria West. My 

cousin is the driver and he drops us off in strategic points.  

(Me) So it’s a whole lot of you! That's clever.  

(He) My brother is manning the intersection of Willem Botha, and Ruimte Streets, the 

intersection by the KFC and Wierda-Park Laerskool. 

(Me) interesting indeed.  

 

By that time I and the research assistant we want to move on, and we did.  

(Me to the RAS) So how was the experience? 

 

(RA) It is so sad 

(Me) great we will check you next time.  

(RA) let's take a turn to Ruimte drive,  

We approached the intersection, we noticed a white gentleman holding a placard written 

"unemployed, can’t find job, 1 child money for nappies asseblief (Please). 

 

 I greet him,  

 

(Me) Hi dud, 

(He) yes mama;  

 

He reads our car signage but kept his cool.  

 

(He) are you looking for something?  

Me) yes, we are looking for you but if you tell us where your brother is we won't bother you. 
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Without hesitation he tells us. 

 

(He) He's at the corner of Rooihuiskraal, and Hedrick Verwoerd drive by Mall@Reds and Sasol 

garage.  

(Me) Cool, you have nice tattoo, where did you do it?  

(He) There by the Chinese Place in Pretoria West,  

(Me) I would like to do it as well, how much is it? 

(He) depending on what you want, they are quite pricey and painful.  

 

We all laughed. And bid him goodbye. 

 

 

Case Study 2 

 

05/02/15 

Itereleng Informal Settlement 

 

On the 6th of February 2015, I entered the community of Itereleng ('Do it yourself'), Informal 

settlement situated in Laudium community, accompanied by a student social worker and 

another social worker. Laudium is dominantly an Indian community, and few coloreds. Itereleng 

informal settlement and Laudium are separated by a huge wall. Our, objective was to conduct 

community scanning and mapping, as part of student social worker practical requirements, 

 prior to formal needs assessment. "Itereleng was established over 30 years ago" the locals 

asserted. The housing structures are very dense, close to one another, there is extreme 

sophisticated poverty, alarming high youth unemployment rate, high usage of drugs and 

substance abuse, teenage pregnancy, crime, and total lack of basic services. The majority of 

residences in this settlement are South Africans, and few foreign nationals (information 

obtained from community members). People still use the system of digging holes, as makeshift 

toilets. The community members walk from Itereleng to Laudium to collect donations on a daily 
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basis. This in contrast with the eye witness observations discovered where amongst other 

things most community members own DSTV, while others can afford paying rented rooms. 

 

While the discussion was still on, an elderly member of the community joined the group, in her 

own words she spoke with a painful heart about the level of crime in the area which affected 

her directly. Her shack was bugled day light in front of neighbors who were seated under the 

tree when the burglary took place, but they reported that they never saw anything. This 

member was at pains to explain that “how can a burglary occur when neighbors are seating 

under the tree and never saw anything, how can such a thing happen” she said. When probed 

what she think was the reason for neighbor’s negligence? She responded “its pure jealousy”. I 

for one knows that there jealousy amongst black African people is embedded in their hearts; 

they do not want one of their own to succeed, even if it means small success. 

 

The student took a walk inside the informal settlement talking to people, business people, and 

ordinary people. She gathered useful information from gate keepers regarding pressing 

problems in the community. 

On the 12th February 2015, SASSA officials were seen taking database of people in the same 

community for purposes of distributing social relief of distress food vouchers. This is promotion 

of sophisticated poverty. 
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